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ARTICLES

Technological InnoVatiOn，CIass and the Changing VOting BehaViOr in Europe-

an COuntr．eS

QI LingIing ZH U Yuhang

Techn0109ical innoVation transfonIls the pattems of social，economic and political activities．

The adoption of automation，robots and AI brings the risk of job displacement，which cre-

ates a group of“losers of automation”．In the EuI．opean countries with high level of automa—

tion，the adoption of new technology not only impacts the life of the wod(ers but also that of

the middle class，which fhrther changes the voting pattems in Europe．1his article，based

on the latest four rounds of data of the European Social Sunrey，finds that the rising risk of

job displacement will genemlly increase the voters’demand for welhre policy，which leads

the worl(ers to tum their support to the radical right parties and the mainstream left parties，

as well as weaken the middle class’ support fbr the mainstream right parties，who instead

tum to the mainstream left parties．It is noticed that a downward mobility of the middle class

is taking place in the European countries．Therefbre，the consequence of technological pro—

gTess has become an indispensable factor in explaining the changing voting patterns in the

EuroDean countries．

23 Which Kind Of EcOnomic COuntermeasure Is MOre Efficient?An Analysis

Based On the EurODean UniOn’s COuntermeasure tOwards the US

FANG Jiongsheng

Economic countemeasure is a type of hedging strategy in economic diplomacy， which of．

fers self—pmtection and retaliation in the face of the other countries’ economic coercion or

the other actions that Violate national interests with economic levemge．Despite the fact that

economic counte瑚easure has been widely used in the world economic system with a char-

acteristic of“weaponized interdependence”， some important theoretical issues like the

classif!ication and emciency of economic countemeasure have not been thoroughly dis-
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cussed．Economic counternleasure could be categorized into four types，namely denial，cir-

cumvention，punishment and substitution，depending on whether it is targeted at stnlctural

or relational power，and whether its aim is to protect or resist．DiVe唱ences exist in the effi—

ciency of the fbur types of countemeasures．The more escapable the coerciVe power that the

countermeasure is faced with，or the higher the cost contr01lability of the countemeasure，

the higher the efficiency of the countermeasure itself will be．CuⅡently，the European U—

nion is a representative in countermeasure implementation， and thus the study with its

countermeasure towards the US as a case could pmve the accuracy of the aboVe theoretical

deduction．The theoIy of economic countermeasure and the EU’s practice could provide

references for the other countries’diplomatic action that hedges against economic coercion．

53 W．|l the EurOpean MOnetary UniOn MOVe tOwards an OptjmaI Currency Area?

——SeIf—Rea¨zatiOn Of OptimaI Currency Area frOm the PerspectjVe Of French

R69uIatiOn Sch00l

HU Kun ZHONG Jiarui

As an“incomplete monetary union”，the regulation mode of the European Monetary Union

is not fully compatible with its accumulation regime．As a result，it is often exposed to risks

of asymmetric shocks and economic imbalances．Although the introduction of common cu卜

rency has promoted the convergence of tmde，i耐1ation and unemployment，it has not auto—

matically driven the Eurozone towards the establishment of an“optimal cuⅡency area”．7I’he

imbalance still exists or even becomes worsened，but it is now manifested in the diVergence

of the other indicators such as labor productivity and cuITent account balance， which has

been exposed recently in the international financial crisis．GiVen the consensus on fhnher

advancing economic integration and the reality of the high degree of its economic integra—

tion，the EU has been focusing on the specific problems and institutional 100pholes that

caused the economic crisis directly and directing its regulation mode to match its economic

accumulation regime， in order to maintain the macroeconomic stability of the Eurozone．

During the process，the EU inadVertently introduced common bonds and fiscal trans{'er pay—

ment instlllment，the two basic elements of a fiscal union，which has，as a result，initiated

the process of EU fiscal integmtion and brought the Eurozone a breakthrough towards an

“optimal currency area”．Therefore， the Eurozone’s practice proVides an alternatiVe per—

spective fbr us to explain the“endogenous”hypothesis of optimal currency areas．
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85 The EU’s Trade PoIicy towards Africa in the 21st Century：A Project towards

MutuaI—equa¨ty?

JIAN JunbO

Since the beginning of the 2 1 st century，the key to the EU’s tmde policy towards Africa

has transfo瑚ed f如m the Lom6 A铲eement to the Cotonou Agreement and then to the Post—

Cotonou Agreement．In short，through the Cotonou A旷eement in lieu of the expired Lom6

A铲eement in 2000，the EU tried to change its unilateral preferential trade relations with

Afhca and establish a complete“equal”partnership with the latte in place of the fb珊er

“aider—recipient”one，in which the core project is to promote the negotiation and signing

of the“economic pannership agreement”(EPA)with Africa．The“Post—Cotonou Agree—

ment”generally inherits such kind of economic policy．HoweVer，the adjustment of the Eu’

s trade policy towards Africa in the past 20 years，which is aimed at realizing a“equal”re一

1ationship，may bring potentially negative impacts on Africa，including harming its initial

industrialization，undemining its financial resources and social goVemance capacity，蛐fect—

ing its economic inte铲ation and damaging the African countries’ diVersification of foreign

relationships，which wiU ultimately deepen Africa’s economic and political dependence on

the EU．Therefore，instead of realizing an equal partnership based on the libemlizaCjon of

their economic relations，the EU’s adjustment of its Afhcan trade policy may make its rela—

tionship with Af订ca more unequal．In View of this situation，it is necessary for Africa to

deepen comprehensive relations with the emerging economies such as China and strengthen

its capability of negotiation and communication with the EU in order to get rid of its depend—

ence on the EU as much as Dossible．

1 06 Status Seeking，RoIe Construction and the Adjustment of Br．tish Foreign P01．_

cy after Brexit

SUN Zhiqiang ZHANG YunIing

A state’s status—seeking behavior will lead to the adjustment of its foreign policy．It means

that within the intemational system with hierarchical characteristics，a state will seek appro—

priate status according to its own strength and the

ascenained its status，it will fix the con-esponding

objective enVimnment．After a state has

101e and peI’fb珊accordingly in ftont of

the intemational and domestic audiences．The role—playing pmcess of a state is the one dur-

ing which it chooses and adjusts its fbreign

seeking to role constmction and then to fore

poli

●

lgn

cy．The whole transmission chain from status

policy adjustment is a logical self—consistent
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pmcess of the state’s foreign behavior in the context of its intemction with the intemational

and domestic audiences．This paper constmcts an oVeraU interpretation fhmeworl(and in—

tends to explain the fhnction and transmission mechanisms goveming the relationships be—

tween a state’s status seeking，role construction and fore培n policy adjustment．According

to this framework，the UK seeks the status of a global power after Brexit，and mainly plays

the role of a loyal ally to the United States， a regional partner of the European Union， a

dobal trading state，a coordinator of the Anglosphere，the leader of the commonwealth，

and the defender of democratic values，which brings about s培nificant adjustments to its for-

eign policy．

1 35 France’s Vision for a New European Nuclear Deterrence POIIcy

ZHOU Shun HE Qisong

In order to enhance European security，strengthen the European pillar of the NAT0，and

highlight France’s leadership in Europe，France has repeatedly pmposed the idea of Euro-

pean nuclear deteⅡence policy，which failed ultimately．During the Tmmp administration，

the uS—Eumpe relations have undergone major adjustments，and Europe has become more

skeptical of the detemination and sincerity of the United States and NATO to protect Eu·

rope．The withdrawal of the US and Russia f而m bilateral ams control treaties has brought

Europe back to the fbrefront of the US—Russia nuclear standoff．In this context， French

President Macron put forward France’s vision for a new European nuclear deterrence poli-

cy，hoping to conduct strategic dialogues and joint nuclear exercises with Eumpean partners

in order to foster a common nuclear strategic culture and adVance the European nuclear de—

ten’ence process．But the response from the other European countries has been extremely

cautious．The prevailing anti—nuclear stance in Europe is a“roadblock”to Fmnce’s vision

of a European nuclear deteITence policy．The 2022 Russia—Ukraine connict presents both

challenges and opportunities fbr France and Europe to rethink European nuclear deteH‘ence．

ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES

1 58 COnference On“EurODean EconOmic SituatiOn and Its Future in the COnte×t Of

Russia—Ukraine ConfIIct”

SUN Yawen SUN Yanhong
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